
Policy: TE1 Broadmeadow to Headway Cross (Phase 1)

Consultee ID: 11 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 80 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

RSPBConsultee ID: 223 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The RSPB has very serious concerns with this proposed allocation and would oppose developments here that do not commit to commensurate habitat mitigation and 
compensation. The site falls within the range of six cirl bunting breeding territories
recorded in the last national survey in 2009 and will destroy at least two of these. The proposal will build on part of a County Wildlife Site identified for cirl buntings. 
Site survey, mitigation and compensation will be required in relation to cirl bunting habitat. We note that this proposal recognises the need to provide alternative 
habitat for cirl buntings but the area identified (61 ha - TE6) is to the north of Teignmouth, not to the west, and we are concerned that the area between 
Bishopsteignton and Teignmouth will not be safeguarded. Please see our comments below in relation to TE6.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 376 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth & Dawlish RamblersConsultee ID: 406 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Organisation
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Policy Response:

Size of this development is not justified. How can you speak of extensive development in one sentence and then "sensitive landscape setting" in the next? Concern 
over the existing public footpath, Teignmouth 1 and 2.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17460 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20387 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20388 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21231 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Shepherds Lane should not be developed as an access road from Exeter road for any new housing developments

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth Town CouncilConsultee ID: 16596 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Organisation
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Housing provision
Teignmouth residents require additional housing, in particular affordable housing. We aim to deliver, with partner organisations and developers, just over 500 
planned new homes in Teignmouth over the plan period to 2033. These will be
delivered primarily, but not exclusively, on previously developed land throughout the town. We expect some additional housing to be delivered through the 
development of windfall sites in Teignmouth.

Land availability for development within Teignmouth is currently very limited due to the fact that the majority of greenfield sites surrounding the town are covered by 
one, or more of the following designations, or categories:

· County Wildlife Sites
· Areas of Great Landscape Value
· Coastal Preservation Areas
· designated by Teignbridge as being where development is likely to impact significantly upon highly visible ridgelines
· designated by Teignbridge as likely to cause significant negative impact on the surrounding built and natural environment

A greater number of affordable homes

Affordable homes in Teignmouth have been identified as the most important type of housing we need to deliver as a town (Footnote 19: TDC Core Strategy – Issues 
and Alternative Options 2010). Many of the sites we have allocated for development are on land that is currently in public ownership. As a result it is likely to prove 
easier to deliver a higher proportion of affordable homes on these sites, in partnership with other organisations, than would be the case in a purely open-market 
situation. Inverteign Heights and the development of the old fire station site are relatively recent examples of where
this has taken place in Teignmouth. We envisage this approach as a more efficient method of delivering a greater proportion of affordable homes to the overall 
number built, which is essential given the many physical and environmental constraints with which we in Teignmouth are faced.

Teignmouth is a unique community, but one that is likely to be increasingly unsustainable economically, environmentally and socially over the medium to long-term 
unless new solutions are sought. Patterns of out-commuting are high. Even taking into account our plans to significantly improve and increase employment provision 
in the town, the lack of available land for employment space in the town means that additional housing in excess of 500 dwellings (planned, or windfalls) over the plan 
period, would be likely to cause a significant increase in commuter flows. Much of this commuter traffic would be by car, as most employment land locally is currently 
poorly served by feasible public transport options from Teignmouth.

We have attempted to find a broad range of developable sites within the Teignmouth boundary that will help us to deliver this number of new homes and actively 
seek innovative solutions to help us deliver this.

Housing delivery approach
Our aim is that the phasing of housing developments will ensure the delivery of significant housing provision takes place in a structured way that works with 
infrastructure delivery. By providing the majority of planned new housing provision on previously developed land within the urban area, a good deal of the 
infrastructure necessary to support these homes will already be in place. Through this approach we believe that there are likely to be cost savings, enabling funds to 
be  channelled into providing a greater proportion of affordable housing, improved transport and car parking provision, town regeneration, health and education 
provision and workspace to support these developments.
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Additional funding for infrastructure and regeneration
By developing the sites we have allocated, we are likely to avoid the need to provide a new link road that would be required to support any major urban extension. 
Our estimates using standard costings methodologies (Footnote 20: Using a road construction costing of £3,000 per metre. Figures may prove higher in Teignmouth 
due to the difficult terrain, other junction improvements required and watercourses along any likely route), indicate we would be likely to save at least £9m by not 
building a new link road, which could be invested into other key infrastructure within Teignmouth.

In addition to providing 500 planned dwellings, we expect a significant number of windfall sites to come forward over the duration of the plan and these will be 
counted towards the overall projected development total from 2023, in line with
Government guidelines.

The Council has undertaken a thorough assessment of all reasonable alternative development in and around the town. The identified sites will provide high quality 
sustainable development that supports the vision for Teignmouth and the
achievement of the objectives set out in the Teignmouth Community Plan.

We are extremely interested in working with developers, architects, planners, housing associations and people with creative, but pragmatic ideas to find ways of 
delivering housing that meets the needs of our residents, within the sites
allocated in this plan.

Our aim is to find solutions that provide an element of affordable housing in Teignmouth, to include at least 30% to 40% (Footnote 21: In line with TDC’s policy S4 – 
Land for New Homes – draft Teignbridge Core Strategy 2013-2033) affordable homes (Footnote 22:  TDC policies WE3, WE4 and WE5 apply) in planned developments, 
but that deliver high standards of design and environmental sustainability and help to drive forward a diverse range of employment prospects within the town. 
Housing should reflect the context of the surrounding built and natural environment and aim to enhance the quality of life of the town’s residents.

It is envisaged that organisations such as Creating Excellence and Design Council CABE could play an important role in helping to deliver these innovative solutions, 
particularly on the larger proposed development sites, as well as the Homes and
Communities Agency (HCA) and other organisations. The main area of work for the HCA focuses on land and regeneration. This aims to:

· Use public land assets to deliver value and benefits for local communities
· Realise benefits from land assets owned by the RDAs
· Access a £1.3 billion fund for completion of existing regeneration commitments that are high priorities for local areas.

Some potential ways of driving forward sustainable and well designed living could include Community Land Trusts, Co-Housing (Footnote 23:  Baltic wharf co-housing 
scheme being pioneered by Transition Town Totnes in 2012 - http://www.transitiontowntotnes.org/projects/co-housing) and Live/Work units (Footnote 24: 
http://www.liveworknet.com/) (see TDC policy EC4). We are interested in and open to further solutions.

Proposed housing allocation sites
We have included a table of the sites we have allocated for planned development delivery to 2033 below:
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Location: Abbeyfield retirement facility, Heywoods Road
Site description: Brownfield. Recently announced closure of serviced retirement facility.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 0
Overall number of dwellings: 8

Location: Bitton Park Road. Row of empty shops, directly opposite Tesco Express and petrol station.
Site description: Brownfield. Unlikely to be returned to retail use, as outside of town centre and strong retail competition
nearby. Currently blighting area and remains unsold. Propose public sector purchase of site to deliver housing.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 5
Overall number of dwellings: 5

Location: Broadmeadow ex-Dairy Crest site.
Site description: Brownfield. Adjacent to industrial estate on edge of main road. Previously earmarked as site for hotel. Site
remains derelict.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 32
Overall number of dwellings: 80

Location: Broadmeadow site – edge of Kingsway
Site description: Greenfield site. Lower less obtrusive part of site to be developed only. Close to existing housing. Close to
Broadmeadow industrial estate. Close to planned improved community facilities. To be developed in partnership with
housing trusts. Potential for some live/work units.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 150
Overall number of dwellings: 150

Location: Brunswick Street redevelopment
Site description: Brownfield. TDC owned. Part of a wider planned regeneration proposal. Earmarked for assisted living places due to central and flat location and 
proximity to services and public transport. Helps critical mass of activity to boost town centre.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 50
Overall number of dwellings: 50

Location: Cadet/scout hut site adjacent to railway line. Alexandra Terrace.
Site description: Brownfield immediately adjacent to Bitton Park. Well hidden from main park. Propose relocation of current
occupants to purpose built site at Community College.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 16
Overall number of dwellings: 20

Location: Eastcliff carpark
Site description: Brownfield. Owned by DCC. To be developed as part of regeneration and intensification of site. Additional
car parking capacity to be provided on part of existing site. To be developed in keeping with seaside style of area.
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Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 10
Overall number of dwellings: 10

Location: Existing library site
Site description: Brownfield. Owned by DCC. New library and community facilities to be relocated to Brunswick Street. Helps critical mass of town centre activity.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 40
Overall number of dwellings: 40

Location: Kingsway
Site description: Brownfield. Room for additional dwellings as part of overall site regeneration. Social housing adjacent.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 5
Overall number of dwellings: 5

Location: Knoll Hotel site, Winterbourne Road
Site description: Brownfield. Derelict former hotel
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 9
Overall number of dwellings: 22

Location: Land to rear of railway station.
Site description: Brownfield. Land owned by Network Rail. Agreement to be reached between owner and council on purchase of site. Currently occupied by a few low 
density industrial units. Vehicular access suitable for cars, but difficult for Heavy Goods Vehicles due to narrow approach roads. Suggest phasing with Broadmeadow 
industrial estate expansion to
provide current tenants with option on new units. Helps critical mass of town centre activity.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 50
Overall number of dwellings: 80

Location: Landscore road. Former Victorian hotel site
Site description: Brownfield. Former hotel
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 4
Overall number of dwellings: 10

Location: Living above shops – throughout town centre
Site description: Brownfield. Conversion from storage and other uses. It can be realistically assumed that as a cautious estimate 10 such conversions will have taken 
place by 2033. These are likely to be affordable, but difficult to be enforced, as would be dealing with individual owners. Helps critical mass of town centre activity.
Number of affordable, or social dwellings: 0
Overall number of dwellings: 20

Total number of affordable, or social dwellings: 381
Total overall number of dwellings: 500
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Broadmeadow
Delivering more and a greater variety of employment types is key to making Teignmouth a more prosperous and sustainable community. Teignmouth’s town plan will 
aim to preserve and enhance employment provision at Broadmeadow through better design and the use of space. Careful masterplanning of the site is a vital element 
to achieving this goal.

Priority in new and enhanced developments at the site will be given to small and medium sized businesses, with existing Broadmeadow based businesses given first 
refusal on premises. We will work with Teignbridge District Council to ensure the delivery of an additional 0.37ha of high quality employment space land at 
Broadmeadow within the first 3 years of the plan that improves employment prospects, meets business demand, encourages a greater variety of employers and 
enhances the economic self-sufficiency of Teignmouth.

A TDC study pointed to very high levels of occupancy currently at Broadmeadow and our own anecdotal evidence points to some employers having to leave the town 
for new premises as they grow and become more successful. A technical
assessment by TDC for the future provision of new employment land indicates Broadmeadow could benefit through about an additional 3 hectares being allocated for 
business uses over the next 20 years, to include manufacturing, storage / distribution and some office space. TDC and we are as yet unsure as to what the full land 
area extent of development is likely to be, its precise location and developability. Further work is required before we are able to take a town view on this exact 
proposal.

Our intention as a Town Council is to work with TDC and developers to provide a useful mix of high quality B1 and B2 developments at the Broadmeadow site, whilst 
investigating the potential for the inclusion of smaller scale B8 provision (Footnote 26: Source: HCA/OFFPAT 2010: B1 – Light industry and office; B2 – General 
industrial; B8 –
Warehousing and distribution). We believe that large scale B8 (warehousing) provision is unlikely to prove suitable at this site, as market provision tends to direct this 
type of development towards large sites near to fast roads, such as at Heathfield.

We estimate that 0.37 hectares of industrial land developed in the next 3 years would yield approximately 48 jobs, if reasonably well designed, which combined with 
the adjacent Morrisons supermarket has been estimated to create a total of
275 jobs (both full and part time). A key reason for the development of the Morrisons supermarket by Teignbridge was to attract shoppers from the Teignmouth area 
back from travelling out of the town to large supermarkets in nearby towns, such as Newton Abbot.

3 additional hectares of land (if well masterplanned and including some higher density office space in addition to general industrial and some small-scale warehousing) 
could yield around 300 jobs, although in general such developments, especially if including warehousing, yield significantly fewer jobs (Footnote 27: Source: 
HCA/OFFPAT 2010 and an industry estimate of 33% of land area being directly developable for jobs).

In total the Broadmeadow area has the potential to create up to 590 additional jobs over the plan period (including Morrisons), although we would expect this to be 
somewhat less, due to the likelihood that the site would also contain a greater mix of lower density units and a vocational skills centre, rather than office space alone. 
We will endeavour to ensure this site makes the best available use of space, tailored to local requirements and aspirations.

We will work with partners to put forward the case for the maintenance and improvement of bus and cycle links to Broadmeadow, in addition to road links, to ensure 
easy access for all to employment, business and retail opportunities.
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We strongly request that developers and planners provide adequate screening of industrial development at Broadmeadow with native species, to ensure the site 
blends with the surrounding landscape context and does not diminish quality of
life for residents of Teignmouth, Bishopsteignton and Shaldon, or strongly impact upon views enjoyed by visitor facilities in Shaldon.

Kingsway Meadow Centre
A plan has been prepared with a business case for the enhancement and rebuilding of the centre. Aspirations for the centre include medical facilities, with a GP, 
dentist and pharmacist, together with a shop/cafe and community facilities. It is intended that this would not only revitalise the whole of the Kingsway area, but is 
intended to be self financing. Scope exists for additional outdoor facilities for sport/recreation attached to the centre. Kingsway is within one of the most deprived 
16% of wards nationally (Footnote 41:CLG – Indices of Deprivation 2010).

We will support improved facilities for the whole community in Kingsway and West Teignmouth, to improve opportunities for people and maintain strong community 
cohesion. We aim to reduce overall levels of deprivation within this ward, particularly through creating better access to employment and training opportunities.

Matching jobs to housing - reducing the need to commute
Our most optimistic scenario is for the creation of up to 575 additional jobs at Broadmeadow, plus a cautious estimate of 30 additional high income jobs created 
through the development of a flexible work-hub, which would yield in total 605 direct jobs in Teignmouth. In reality a safer estimation would be the creation of 
around 500 additional direct jobs by the end of the plan period (including Morrisons), due to the likelihood of not all of Broadmeadow being developed for industrial 
usage and some of the site being developed at a relatively low density.

It is likely that an additional uplift of 275 jobs would be created across the wider South West of England (as far as the Isles of Scilly and Bournemouth), as a result of 
this uplift in employment in Teignmouth, through indirect supply chains and
the induced employment effects of additional spending in the economy. A proportion, but not all of these jobs could be in the Teignmouth area (Footnote 56: South 
West Regional Accounts – Econ i model. A broad range of sectors was used in the calculations focusing on business services employment at the work-hub.). We have 
estimated that of the 336 additional jobs likely to be created across South West England, around 75 could potentially be in Teignmouth, due to the likelihood that
many company suppliers would remain located outside of the immediate area.

Our calculations therefore assume that 575 additional jobs (including direct, indirect and induced jobs) could potentially be created for Teignmouth residents and 
people living in the immediate vicinity through these workspace developments.

Number of planned new homes to match expected maximum new job creation within Teignmouth before significant out ward commuting is likely

Maximum jobs created in Teignmouth / percentage of residents economically active (not on benefits, or students etc.
575/76.9%= 748(number of economically active people as a whole – not all people are economically active)

Number of economically active people / percentage who are of working age
748/59.8%=1,251 (number of new residents as a whole)

Number of new residents of working age / average number of occupants per property
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1,087/2.3= 543 new homes to match planned job creation (planned and windfalls)

We aim to provide 500 planned new homes in Teignmouth over the period of the core strategy. We also expect a significant number of windfall sites to be developed. 
It can be reasonably estimated, using current average property occupancy figures, that around 2.3 people will occupy each of the planned new homes, yielding a 
population increase of 1,150 additional people over the core strategy period from this planned growth.

In addition there are likely to be approximately 320 additional residents added to the town by the development of the New Road site between 2012 and 2014, which 
has planning permission. Combined with the delivery of up to 668 windfall
sites across the town over the plan period (Footnote 57: Source: TDC housing delivery estimates 2006 Core strategy preferred options), this would mean a potential 
total population increase of just over 3,000 by 2033.

The current proportion of Teignbridge’s population who are of working age (16- 64) is 59.8%, of whom 76.9% are economically active (not students, or claiming 
benefits etc.). Using these percentages as an average to calculate the likely number of jobs required by 1,150 residents of the 500 planned new homes, yields a figure 
of 529 total jobs required (Footnote 58: Source: ONS Annual Population Survey – June 2011).

In the unlikely scenario that all 529 economically active residents of the new planned homes we aim to provide were to be employed within Teignmouth, an element 
of additional out-commuting would be required to provide employment for all of these additional people. It is likely that windfall housing sites will also be provided 
over the period of this plan in  Teignmouth, therefore additional workers will live in these properties and additional jobs will be required on top of our
estimates, therefore our aim of completely reducing additional commuting is unlikely. Our realistic aim is to improve the economic self-containment of Teignmouth, 
rather than completely stop out-commuting, which is likely to be unattainable. We expect broader policies aimed at the creation of additional town centre 
employment, enabling greater home working and transport improvements to encourage modal shift will help towards addressing this issue.

Residents are able to choose where they can work, so we cannot stop them from commuting, and there are benefits from working with companies and people in 
other areas. Nonetheless, we will incentivise and encourage as much as we are able new ways of working, home-working, flexible work-hubs, better public transport 
and employment closer to where people live through the planning system.

Our estimates, using the figures identified above, point to a scenario where even with the maximum level of development of industrial land provision in Teignmouth 
and very efficient use of space at Broadmeadow, plus the creation of a flexible work-hub in the town centre, and induced and indirect jobs created locally, the 
maximum amount of planned houses that could be accommodated in Teignmouth without significantly increasing commuter flows from the town is 473.

Our calculations are as follows and use the most recent UK Government statistics and standard calculation methodologies.

Jobs required for 500 planned new homes

Number of homes planned x average number of occupants per property
500*2.3=1,150 (number of additional residents from planned new homes)

Number of new residents x percentage who are of working age
1,150*59.8%=688 (number of new residents of working age)
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Number of new residents of working age x percentage of residents economically active (not on benefits, or students etc.
688*76.9%=529 new jobs required

Change To Policy:

Shaldon Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16599 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The proposed development in these productive fields would be very clearly viewed from Shaldon and Ringmore and would also result in the loss of a great deal of 
hedgerow. We consider these proposals to be contrary to the statements made in S2 (g) on page 12: “respect the distinctive character of the local landscape, 
protecting and incorporating key environmental assets of the area, including landmarks, views, trees, hedgerows, wildlife habitats, heritage assets and skylines”.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 16601 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth Harbour CommissionConsultee ID: 16692 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Waddeton Park LtdConsultee ID: 16885 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Our specific comments on your proposed Teignmouth policies, using your numbering, are;

a. Welcomed.
b. We question the practicality of building 270 houses in this area given the topography. The policy should be amended to read ‘up to 270…’
c. Welcomed

Organisation
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d. Welcomed
e. Welcomed, however the policy should be modified to allow for phasing of the improved access by adding at the beginning of the sub section ‘as development 
proceeds vehicular access…’
f. This can be deleted as national and international policies deal with the impact of development on the habitat of protected species
g. Delete this policy; it is repetitive of national policy (EN3 should be deleted for the same reason)
h. Welcomed
i. Welcomed

Change To Policy:

Hallbaron LtdConsultee ID: 16967 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Whilst we agree that the broad area of search for the urban extensions is correct we consider that the suggested phasing of development will stall housing delivery in 
the town when it is most needed. An expensive new link road will be required to unlock the Broadmeadow to Headway Cross site. Under current economic 
conditions, with reduced rates of lending and a shortage of public sector funding for up front infrastructure, the delivery of the road is unlikely to be possible until a 
significant quantum of housing has actually been built and sold. This site is therefore unlikely to be delivered until such conditions ease. In order to achieve sustainable 
levels of growth in the short to medium term it is important that the Council alters the phasing of the urban extension to allow the remaining undeveloped sections of 
the West of Higher Exeter Road site (TE3) at Buddleford Farm to be delivered in advance of the Broadmeadow to Headway Cross site. Site TE3 is immediately 
available, could provide approximately 290 much needed new homes, and could be delivered without the need for significant new infrastructure.

Change To Policy:

Phase 2

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17050 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

You could deliver higher levels of affordable homes by using publicly owned land in the town as delivery sites instead. Employment land is nowhere near enough to 
match housing growth in the town leading to massive amounts of outbound commuting The link road is unlikely to be viable, would not leave any revenues from NHB 
and CIL left for anything else, would be built on CPA, AGLV and County wildlife site land. Have you contacted DCC Highways, or Devon Biodiversity records Office prior 
to this consultation, notified them of your plans and discussed whether they might be feasible, or in accordance with what you are proposing, before you went to 
conusltation with this plan?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17051 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

The area under consideration is too big, is dependent upon a road which may not be built (or not built within budget, meaning a taxpayer infrastructure and services 
subsidy is required)and would change Teignmouth beyond all recognition. It would put unnecessecary pressure upon healthcare, roads and education in the town, 
reducing the quality of life for existing residents.  a) seems ok, though detail on the maps is lacking as to whether this includes, or excludes Morrisons, so a proper 
judgment cannot be made. If significant amounts of green field sites are taken then this option is not right. b) affordable homes are a good thing, but a definition of 
what is affordable is required. In addition the scale of development is too large, without being of significant detriment to the natural and built environment of 
Teignmouth. c) Ok in principle, though no justification has been provided as to why the Meadow Centre needs replacing. This needs to be made clear before any 
members of the community are able to make an informed judgement. No costs have been indicated for the new facilities. d) This is a good idea, although the western 
edge should be where existing development is. Any buffer zone needs to be set in policy as being the limit of where development ends for the entire plan period. 
Development should not extend over the boundary into the parish of Bishopsteignton. e)Disagree with this entirely re lack of costs and viability(as above); safety at 
Inverteign; effects on wildlife; effects on landscape and the possible requirement for public subsidy to achieve this. f) Disagree. Once disrupted by works wildlife, 
particularly birds which cannot be translocated, will disappear and there is no guarantee they will move to the new sites. g) fine h)Providing this doesn't alter 
watercourses and springs will not be built. Feasibility studies are required, before an informed judgement can be made on this as much of the upper part of the site is 
in a natural spring formation zone. Building on springs at New Road has caused problems with displacement of water into neighbouring properties. i)Design codes 
need to be much more stringent in Teignmouth to align with the rest of what is already built in the town and blend with the surrounding landscape. Any 
masterplanning exercise would have to involve ALL community groups and the Town Council and not be a rubber stamp exercise.

Change To Policy:

Add a Teignmouth specific design code Reduce the size of development Conduct costing exercises and feasibility studies on Meadow Centre and road. Investigate 
whether any public subsidy would be required and consult with the public on this. Don't disrupt any designated wildlife sites to squeeze development in. Don't build 
upon springs. Enact a policy to protect the green buffer zone for the entire plan period. Provide further detail on what would be developed in terms of industrial land 
Protect boundary with Bishopsteignton Involve all community groups and the town council in masterplanning exercise

CPRE Teignbridge BranchConsultee ID: 17084 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We have read that Councillors and others in Teignmouth are producing a detailed Plan based on this which should obviate the need for the very unattractive 
development sites TE1,TE2 and TE3. If even part of that policy of providing high levels of affordable housing  within Teignmouth is achievable then there is no reason 
why it can't be applied across the District at Newton Abbot and elsewhere to similar effect.
Can you also please answer whether,if these protections apply to assist with Planning Policy and Planning Applications,then the proposed development sites 
TE1/TE2/TE3 West of Teignmouth; KS2 Ware Barton; NA4 Milber ; NA5 Buckland Barton,all of which intrude onto the Teign Estuary,should be permitted ?
If they are please explain how this is not giving a precedent and green light for creeping development along the whole estuary ?

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17103 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

The scale and location of this expansion is unacceptable. Not only is it likely to be unnecessary ( see Policy S 4 above) but also it is located on areas formerly 
designated as AGLV or Coast Protection and involves very sensitive landscapes seen from the existing urban areas and important ridge lines between Teignmouth and 
Bishopsteignton. Finally, in order to allow access to the location, it would require over a mile of expensive road improvement across even more sensitive landscapes

The proposition set out in TE 1,2 &3 should be rejected No doubt within the area a modest amount of infill could take place if done with care and consideration. If this 
results in a housing deficit then this must be made up on less sensitive locations in the District.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17107 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17240 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

TE1 b) I feel that there should be a larger proportion of affordable homes. I grew up in Teignmouth and can not afford to buy anything! (I am a teacher and work 3-5 
days a week.) 75% affordable homes    under £150,000.  TE1 d) This is very importat to me. TE1 e) I think this new road is a good idea. Getting in and out of Moor View 
Drive is a bit of a nightmare.  However, A)I am concerned about any loss of hedgerows as there are one on either side of the road at present (must be 1-2 miles worth 
at least!) Could the new proposed road go into the fields towards Bishopstignton that run next to hedgerow ie:parallel to shepherd Lane.So leaving the ancient hedge 
in place. And use the presnt road (shepherds Lane) as the proposed cycle route?  B) Would their be increased trafic noise level for residents of Moor View drive?  
Could it be retricted to in: NO HGVs etc., Lower speed limit?  TE1 f) Extra/ Alternative habitat is very important for all local species and to keep it a pleasent place to 
live in!

Change To Policy:

TE1 b)75% affordable homes    under £150,000 lovely small 1/2 bed houses and flats but mixed with others. TE1 e) Could the new proposed road go into the fields 
towards Bishopstignton (West of Shepherds Lane) that run next to hedgerow ie:parallel to shepherd Lane. And use the presnt road (shepherds Lane) as the cycle 
route?          Could it be retricted to in: NO HGVs etc., Lower speed limit to keep noise level down.

Individual

Teign Estuary TransitionConsultee ID: 17264 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The development may impinge on the natural break between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton. The replacement for the Meadow Centre may not be as accessable as 

Organisation
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the current location. There is no - at the time of writing - provision for playing fields to the west of Teignmouth.

Change To Policy:

The needs of the existing local community will be considered before any development takes place

Consultee ID: 17389 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17459 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

There should b eno urban expansion will will destroy the character of the existing town and for which there is no proven need.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17464 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

It may be inadvisable to build homes anywhere near Broadmeadow, as there have been reports that living near unremediated landflil may have adverse effects on 
health.  1% of babies born within 2 km of landfill have been shown to have an increased risk of birth defects.    I would use the sloping land at the top right hand 
corner of Broadmeadow for the new community facilities.  The entrance would be off Mill Lane, opposite the Inverteign Family Learning centre.  It would be better to 
not build houses here, nor around Shepherds Lane, but use the area at the top of Coombe Valley for housing, using careful landscaping, particularly the retention of 
existing hedgerows and trees, to hide buildings.  There is no need to extend the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve if the Coombe Lane/Shepherds Lane AGLV is left 
undisturbed.  This entire project, especially the shape and extent of the housing area in Coombe Valley, is dependent on the construction of a link road from 
Broadmeadow to Higher Exeter Road.  In order to avoid disturbing the AGLV and its ecosystem, and keep traffic away from the Inverteign Family Learning Centre, this 
should be done by tunnelling under Headway Cross.  The tunnel would start in the sloping fields at the top right hand side of Broadmeadow, coming out in the field 
just to the west of the Lovells Estate.  It should then run along the western edge of the Lovells Estate and follow the contours of the valley up to Higher Exeter Road. 
This road should be slightly more energy efficient than the line proposed by TDC, having a gentler slope until the last few hundred yards.  NB The number of lorries 
may be reduced by shifting bulk freight, especially ball clay, onto rail and water transport.

Change To Policy:

a) Site employment land and vocational skills training facilities on the 'floor' of Broadmeadow b) Sloping land at the north east corner of Broadmeadow not to be used 
for housing as possible health implications  c) This area could be used for community facilities with entrance off Mill Lane. d) Retain existing trees and hedgerows to 

Individual
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hide buildings as far as possible.  Avoid straight lines of non-native trees e) Create a link road from Broadmeadow to Higher Exeter Road by tunnelling under Headway 
Cross and following the western edge of the Lovells Estate, then the valley contours, to higher Exeter Road.  This avoids disturbing the AGLV, and keeps the main road 
way from the quiet areas of the Inverteign Family Learning Centre and the new community facilities off Mill Lane.   f) Avoid disturbing the Coombe Lane/Headway 
Cross/Shepherds Lane AGLV and historic wildlife habitat (of many species, not just the cirl bunting). This obviates having to extend the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve 
and frees up this valley for housing, to be landscaped by retaining existing trees and hedgerows.

Consultee ID: 17509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Terence Stone (Development) LtdConsultee ID: 17981 Agent: Preliminary Planning Professional

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

1. The inclusion of the part of the this site located on the west side of Kingsway is supported for future development is supported.

2. The comments in paragraph 9.37 regarding development access are noted.

3. The Morrison supermarket approval plans appear to provide for this access into the site. However it unclear whether this road is to be adopted to enable physical 
access to be achieved. The Committee Report and Section 106 Agreement dated 17th January 2012 are both silent on this point. This issue needs to be clarified.

4. There should be recognition that the site topography may make a site less attractive to a Registered Social Landlords for the provision of affordable housing while 
such sites may still be attractive to an open market housing provider.

5. Should these circumstances apply there should be some recognition that the developments will not be expected to make full affordable housing provision.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Organisation
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Sustainable BishopsteigntonConsultee ID: 18499 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We believe this starts to impact on the parish of Bishopsteignton and will consequently begin an degrading effect on the character and individuality of the village. 
Improved cycle routes and footpaths would be a benefit but any other development would start to take away valuable food production areas. We do not believe that 
wildlife benefits from being 'moved on' to another place.

Change To Policy:

Delete this section

Organisation

(Cllr) Newton Abbot Town CouncilConsultee ID: 18934 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor

Consultee ID: 20006 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20056 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

I think using land at Broadmeadow to use for employment uses and a space for vocational skills training is a good idea as we need more employment in the town.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20337 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

What is a green buffer?  Do you mean a narrow strip of grass or something worth having?  See comments above regarding link road.  Again - all seems based around 
the needs of a new supermarket and it is debatable as to whether or not that is necessary.  Alternative habitat for the Cirl Bunting - assuming it gets done has anyone 
thought what will happen if the upheaval scares away all the Cirl Buntings or they do not move to the "new" site?

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Why not use the land earmarked for Morrisons to build houses?

Consultee ID: 20338 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20365 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20368 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20369 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20372 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

a)  What vocational skills training?  b) Definitely not another 270 homes.  c) Agree with children's facilities d) If we are not creating a mess why do we have to buffer 
the visual impact?  e) Agree with cycle route, but we do not need another road unless a superstore is put into place. f) How are you going to "move" the Cirl Bunting 
species on?  No houses mean they can stay where they are and leave a little of the countryside around us.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20373 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20377 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20380 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Yes. Do we need all this new housing to put so much pressure on local resources. Just building new affordable homes on the flat area would be agreeable, where the 
supermarket is planned. It is proven that supermarkets degraegate the environment. A mini shopping mall on the flat area behind Broadmeadow would suffice.

Change To Policy:

Water will go up in price with more demand. There's not enough work for the population as it stands, and what's more important is working our sector of the 
renewable energy.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20382 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Willos sandwich barConsultee ID: 20385 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20389 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20391 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Not enough homes being built.

Change To Policy:

Build more homes and reduce allocation in Newton Abbot.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20392 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20399 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20404 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

By all means have some more employment development,and leisure facilities and some homes.Who will pay for the road? it will be a large and very expensive 
undertaking.

Change To Policy:

No road,this would be very disruptive to the whole natural balance of a quiet area,the only way it could be financed is by getting developers to pay quite a bit towards 
it and they will want a lot in return.

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20410 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20411 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

b) Too many houses for actual need if the downward trend continues as the economy dips. c) I would like to see costings indicated with reference to similar 
projects/community buildings in nearby towns to give a more accurate indication as to whether the realisation of this is feasible or just a proverbial carrot. d) The 
green buffer is imperative but particular attention should be given to the existing boundaries between Teignmouth and surrounding villages. e) Accurate costings are 
vital in order to take this into consideration (please refer to my previous comments). If a cycle route and pedestrian footpaths are also to be included the costs would 
rocket even further. With an absence of relevant data I would not support this option even being suggested. f) Evidence of where this has previously been 
implemented and demonstrated to work would be useful.

Change To Policy:

Establish a unique and affordable style of architecture when considering new builds which helps develop a more aesthetic theme for any development undertaken. 
Consult with creative architects at an early stage rather than be at the mercy of developers lacking in imagination and thus minimise the architectural disasters of the 
last few decades. b) Significantly reduce the size of development to meet actual local need. f) Offer the Cirl Buntings subsidised bus passes to re-designated habitat.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20421 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

It is good to think that jobs will be created, however the jobs have to meet the needs of the local people looking for work.
I welcome the building of the new supermarket, Morrisons and the development around Broadmeadow as long as the quality of life for residents of Kingsway isn’t 
negatively affected. TDC should try to find ways to support the existing businesses and shops in the town in the future.
As the country returns to recession it seems that the task of attracting businesses to Teignmouth for many years will be difficult.
Therefore I think the prediction of new jobs for local people is overly optimistic.
 
I have serious doubts about the proposed new road, it will be extremely costly and a disaster for wildlife and plant life.
It will move the traffic problems from one area to another, or more likely have pollution in 2 areas instead of one.
There is a world shortage of food. In the future we are going to need to grow more of our own produce, therefore we should be preserving our green fields not 
building on them. Any homes built should have access to gardens or allotments.

A and b need to be modified. More research needs to be done on how much employment for local people would actually be provided by building more units in the 

Individual
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economic climate. I would support vocational skills training if there were jobs to go to after in Teignmouth. C and D I would support. e I strongly oppose, this would 
move pollution form one area -mainly Bitton Park Rd - to two areas. It would also destroy the countryside. f I would support if necessary.

Change To Policy:

Reduce the number of houses to be built. Do not build an expensive new road. Look at providing a park and ride scheme for Teignmouth.

Consultee ID: 20497 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Studio 5 PhotographyConsultee ID: 20500 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20505 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I think this area is ripe for development and great improvement but it is far from the centre of Teignmouth. I would like to see housing there that will not be low cost 
housing for families as these people would find it difficult to get into the town centre. The business opportunities definitely need to be developed, as this is the only 
trading esgtate in Teignmouth

Change To Policy:

I would like to see Teignbridge making improvements to the very dilapidated trading esstate at Broadmeadow. The units are ramshackle, access on to the main road is 
very poor and unsafe given the heavy traffic to businesses.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Paragraph 9.20 says that a library will be included in the replacement to the Carlton Theatre. If this is to be a replacement of Teignmouth's present library, there 
should be provision for all aspects of that library's offer, and an appropriate re-use of the present library building, perhaps for that commercial floor space mentioned 
in paragraph 9.13.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

f) Paragraph 9.26, final phrase, suggests the replacement habitat for cirl buntings be acquired by land acquisition and managed in perpetuity. I strongly recommend 
that no council be permitted to acquire or manage this land, but rather it should be owned and managed by an organisation such as the RSPB. Otherwise, the birds 
would fly in the shadow of the future danger of a council giving itself planning permission for development of this land.

Consultee ID: 20511 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As in S18. Also wildlife habitats cannot be moved without scaring off Cirl Buntings for good, which are unlikely to return. Keep current boundaries with 
Bishopsteignton. Neither community of Teignmouth, or Bishopsteignton has been asked if the boundary should be moved, or built over and it is dishonest to not state 
this explicitly in the consultation document. These plans would build over the boundary line and mean the two communities are no longer discreet entitities.

Change To Policy:

Keep wildlife sites where they are. Don't build over the boundaries.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20513 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Too many houses when evidence points to these not being required and not to cope with local need alone. Teignmouth is now taking more houses, as Dawlish's 
allocation has been reduced by the Town Council. Other towns in Teignbridge, such as Teignmouth have not had this option. This is undemocratic and not treating all 
the District's residents in an equitable manner.  Has a feasibility study been undertaken on the new link road yet, as no information was included in the plan on this. 
Residents cannot be expected to make an informed decision without this information. Will a public subsidy be required to fund any of the additional infrastructure 
required to cope with the proposed development? Taxpayers cannot be expected to pay one penny extra for this development the majority of residents do not need, 
or want.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20516 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

No evidence has been provided in the Teignmouth section of the document, as to why the housing has to destroy green fields here rather than go on brownfield land, 
or be allocated to other parts of the district. Why did Dawlish get a say in reducing its housing numbers, but no other town in Teignbridge did? This is undemocratic. 
Are Dawlish's taxpayers worthy of democratic choice, but otehr towns not? Housing targets have been totally overstated and need to be re-assessed in light of both 
actual in-migration and lower economic growth projections. Teignbridge is still working to economic boom period, RSS stretch targets which are not realistically 
deliverable without destroying the essence of what makes the area unique. Why have no costings been included on the massive amount of infrastructure required to 
support the proposed development? We taxpayers are not able to make an informed choice until this information is provided.

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20542 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Devon County Council, Historic Environment ServiceConsultee ID: 20548 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Prehistoric activity within and in the vicinity of areas shown as TE1 and TE2 has been demonstrated by the presence of a substantial prehistoric settlement, its 
location indicated by a cropmark identified through aerial photography.  The area shown on page 144 as TE2 contains the cropmark, which measures over 100m 
across and comprises of at least two enclosing ditches with possible entrances on the south-east side.  The significance and level of survival of this site is not known 
and pre-application archaeological work would be required to inform any development in this area.  

Any planning application for development in this area should be supported by the results of a programme of archaeological investigation to determine the nature, 
scope and significance of the archaeological material in this area.  If it is demonstrated that the archaeological site is of high significance the Historic Environment 
Service and English Heritage may advise that this area was not developed (preserved in situ).

If preservation in situ is not required, and the loss of the archaeological material acceptable, then a suitable - potentially substantial - programme of archaeological 
excavation, investigation, and recording will need to be implanted in mitigation for the loss through development of this site.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20653 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Individual
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1. Road infrastructure needs to be addressed- try getting through Teignmouth in the summer; try driving up to Combe valley estate any time; try exiting from New 
Road onto Dawlish Road. The proposed new road will only serve the new houses-can't see how it will benefit Bitton Park Road.

2. A health centre with parking is needed. At the moment people pay to park when visiting the doctors in antiquated buildings. Two weeks or more is the waiting time 
to see a doctor for a routine visit at the present time.
 
3. Is there enough amenity land allocated for such a large increase in the population? Teignmouth  badly needs an indoor swimming pool. The land at the end of New 
Road would have made an excellent location for new sports amenities and health centre.

4. The strategy should emphasise no high rise (ie. 3 storey buildings) in high visibility areas. The St. Lukes development was a disaster for the sky-line of Teignmouth. 
There should also be at least two parking spaces per household.

5. Parking is a problem in the town-not just in the summer. More is needed. 

6. Good to see some green infrastructure around developments. Why does it not run from Higher Exeter Road to Dawlish Road and the edges of TEl,TE2, and TE3? 
Once green space goes it can't be taken back.

7. We live in a lovely location and I hope this strategy is accepted in order that we are not dictated to by developers.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20722 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Agree, except the road going to Higher Exeter Road

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20728 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The whole concept of development set out in TE1, TE2 and TE3 shares a need to improve access as described in 9.15. This highway is described in 9.15 as uncosted 
and might be impractical. I find no proper environmental assessment work has taken place but even a  cursory inspection of the land shows a very steep road rising 
from effectively sea level to approximately 240 m would be required. This would be far steeper than the present roads down into Teignmouth.   The road would not 
only be therefore very costly but with the large scale engineering works required be visually intrusive into the valuable setting of the the valley as a whole. Without a 
proper environmental assessment it is impractical for the Plan to describe ,as it does, in Section d and Section f protection for sensitive landscaping as well as the cirl 
bunting.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20732 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20779 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I note the inclusion of a proposed Community Centre for the western edge of the town; well and good, but there is a desperate need for such a modern, fit for 
purpose, facility in the centre and available to all. The present provision is the Carlton Theatre which is worn out, too small and inadequately fitted with resources- a 
disgrace.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20780 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Although there was a proposed Community centre on the West side of Teignmouth I do feel that there is a distinct need for a centre in the middle of Teignmouth. 
Meeting areas of any size in Teignmouth are in very short supply. I am the treasurer of the Teignmouth Methodist Church and our hall is used most of the week, for 
community activities. I would love to see the plans for the Carlton theatre, presented to the town a couple of years ago, activated.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20819 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Why do we need to build 15,000 new homes in Teignbridge and who are they for? Current demand is for 3,000.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.

Individual
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• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Should there be a stated commitment to a Local Open Break "Kingsteignton Bishopsteignton - Teignmouth"?
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20820 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We believe the proposals set out in Plan Teignbidge:

• Represent considerable over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage further development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• Call for extensive development on the western side of Teignmouth and would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A 381 with associated noise and air pollution 
problems. It would reduce the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Intends that a new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road be built which would be very costly and possibly give rise to further development 
projects. 
• Would compromise the Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge by the building development plans.
• Have a detrimental effect on Tourism in the surrounding area. The rural nature of the area,
beautiful coastline and rivers are the very reasons why people come to visit the region.
• Do not take into account existing 'brown field' and available sites situated closer into town centres where existing amenities and businesses are present. 
• Do not allow for the pressure and strain on local services.

Please give due consideration to our comments and those of many of the local residents and take the opportunity to revise the plan before its too late.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20824 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

Individual
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• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20837 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

i would like to say that i have serious concerns about the plan for teignmouth. of course i understand that more homes need to be built in this area, that teignmouth 
has to take its fair share of this need. but i feel that this development should take place along existing main routes and not be based on the building of a new main 
road up along broadmeadow and following the route of shepherds lane. for instance has the possibility of  further development along the dawlish road been explored 
? also along the main road towards bishopsteignton ?  for this reason i would agree with further development up off the exeter road. also i am in agreement of the 
development of sites within the main part of teignmouth, now that flood defence works are under way.
the main reason i am against the development of the broadmeadow valley and further up above headway cross is because this is a uniquely beautiful piece of 
countryside, and i do not believe i am alone in thinking this. john keats the famous english poet used to walk here i believe when he was visiting his sick brother in 
teignmouth, it was his favourite walk. i  think it would be tragic if this countryside between west teignmouth and bishopsteignton were spoiled (for ever) by building 
development. shepherds lane is a favourite for walkers, i always pass them as i drive up that way out of teignmouth (I live in mill lane). and the thought of that 
beautiful stretch of road including the top that goes through beech trees before joining the exeter road, being spoiled by a major road link, feels utterly disheartening. 
why would we want to ruin such a beautiful piece of countryside for ever, when there is the opportunity to build along existing main routes ? 
one argument that is put forward is that such a route taking traffic (a long way) round the centre of teignmouth would take the pressure off the bitton park road. i do 
not agree with this argument, more roads always spells more traffic and would not alleviate the traffic in bitton park road one iota in my opinion. 
this is the essence of what i want to express. of course the morrisons superstore is now a fait accompli, and although i personally think we have quite enough 
supermarkets in this area i accept that the store will bring benefits to the area. but i think development of the broadmeadow valley should stop there and we should 
protect the rest of the valley and the shepherds lane area as a precious landscape and wildlife resource for future generations.
by the way i am in favour of the development of a marina at polly steps.
one final thought - if this development of the broadmeadow valley and above headway cross does get the go-ahead, how will the residents of mill lane be protected 
from that road being used as a short-cut towards the headway cross development ? mill lane is already a problem for traffic,  it is a single lane road for much of its 
length because of residential parking, what is now a difficult enough situation would then become quite a nightmare. the only solution i could think of is if there is an 
electronically controlled barrier at the top where it reaches headway cross, that could only be raised by residents of mill lane. notices such as "access only for 
residents of mill lane" would surely be ignored.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20839 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Affordable homes are a good thing, but a definition of what is  affordable is required. In addition the scale of development is too  large, without being of significant 
detriment to the natural and built  environment of Teignmouth.  Too many houses for Teignmouth and would ruin its fundamental  character and overload existing 
infrastructure. This would destroy the  quality of life of existing residents and the town's visitor appeal and  alter it beyond all recognition.  Not enough money would 
be likely to come forward from developments to  pay for infrastructure (including the road) and regeneration, meaning a  subsidy would be required from elsewhere, 
including the public purse to  deliver everything in this plan.  Why is there no strategic open break planned between Teignmouth and  Bishopsteignton. Boundaries 
and strategic open breaks need to remain as  they are.  Design codes need to be much more stringent in Teignmouth to align  with the best of what is already built in 
the town and blend with the  surrounding landscape.  All towns in Teignbridge (including Teignmouth) need the same  opportunity to put forward their own housing 
numbers and community  plans as Dawlish has done and not have them imposed from above. It is  undemocratic and inequitable treatment of taxpayers and 
residents to  treat each town differently.    Disagree about the nature reserves. Once disrupted by works wildlife,  particularly birds which cannot be translocated, will 
disappear and  there is no guarantee they will move to the new sites.  Development must ensure that watercourses and springs will not be  built upon. Feasibility 
studies are required, before an informed  judgement can be made on this as much of the upper part of the site is  in a natural spring formation zone. Building on 
springs at New Road has  caused problems with displacement of water into neighbouring  properties.  Any masterplanning exercise would have to involve ALL 
community groups  and the Town Council and not be a rubber stamp exercise.

Change To Policy:

Add a Teignmouth specific design code  Reduce the size of development  Conduct costing exercises and feasibility studies on Meadow Centre and  road. Investigate 
whether any public subsidy would be required and  consult with the public on this.  Don't disrupt any designated wildlife sites to squeeze development  in.  Don't build 
upon springs.  Enact a policy to protect the green buffer zone for the entire plan  period.  Provide further detail on what would be developed in terms of  industrial 
land  Protect boundary with Bishopsteignton  Involve all community groups and the town council in masterplanning  exercise

Individual

Consultee ID: 20840 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20846 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I dont disagree with building new homes, play facilities etc. But i see a problem concerning the roads. 4th Avenue, mill lane, and coombe vale road are already 
extremely busy with cars parked everywhere causing obstructions. You add about 270 homes, say 2 cars per home, therefore an extra 540 cars travelling on the roads 

Individual
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i've mentioned and they will be impossible to drive down. The traffic will be overwhelming. Its dificult to go along these roads at the moment without meeting traffic 
and causing problems.

Change To Policy:

The location proposed for the new homes etc is an obvious but you need to seriously consider road layout before hand. 4th Avenue and Coombe Vale road are 
already terrible with cars parking illegally causing obstruction. I've been working with the Traffic Team in County Hall, Exeter and thought of a possible solution, make 
4th avenue and coombe vale road a one way system + speed bumps to stop high speeds. Have 4th avenue travelling towards mill lane and coombe vale travelling 
towards bottom of deer park road. The alternative is to find an area where people living on 4th Avenue, Mill Lane, Coombe Vale and Deer Park a new area to park 
other than the road. There is no way of avoiding these roads to get to the new location of your proposed homes TE1 and TE2.

Consultee ID: 20865 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20866 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality.  It would reduce the 
quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20949 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20963 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20964 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21002 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21038 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21043 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

b. is in the wrong place, should not be there.

Change To Policy:

Find a more appropriate place for b.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21045 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21047 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21061 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21063 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21069 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Too much development will mean that the green space between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton will  be eroded, impacting upon the attractiveness of the area for 
both tourists and residents. Development will destroy wild life habitats for both birds and indigeneous mammals for example dormice.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21071 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Over development, infrastructure problems.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21092 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21104 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This proposed road could cost upwards of £50m.  I cannot see what business or environmental case therre is for it.  You talk of how the new road will 'improveg air 
quality along Bittern Park Road', but surely you just shiftair pollution onto the new road.  Air pollution doesnt go away just because you build a new road.   And what 
of increased air pollution along New Road?

Change To Policy:

Public sentiment is moving away from building roads towards encouraging public transport. Any highway scheme that makes bus routes less viable (especially from 
isolated areas like Bishopsteignton)    should in my opinion be discouraged.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21108 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

There are protected species of flora in this area too. Are you going to relocate them?

Change To Policy:

I believe that the proposals from Teignmouth Town Council should be adopted

Individual

Consultee ID: 21109 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

The plan should be revised to adopt Proposals from Teignmouth Town council

Individual

Consultee ID: 21112 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21113 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21116 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I strongly oppose the whole of this development including the new road.  It is huge urban and industrial overdevelopment in a sensitive landscape rural setting.  The 
visual and environmental impact will be very damaging.

Change To Policy:

Do not build the road or the houses in that location.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21118 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21120 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21122 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

With reduced total development the widening of Shepherds lane above the built up area should not be required.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21130 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21131 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Yes, except for the need to adhere to a 'carbon strategy' as the effects of carbon dioxide on climate change are overstated by at least threefold, and it is not yet clear 
according to science whether the consequences are positive, negative, or neutral. In such a reality, this should not be a consideration for local borough plans at the 
expense of other potential developments/progress.

Change To Policy:

Focus resources on more established environmental concerns and real known pollutants.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21134 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21144 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

this land has always been classed as an area of outstanding beauty - it makes living here a pleasure, if all of the pockets of land are ear marked for building on then we 
are going to be concrete jungles in the near future. also how can you "provide an alternative habitat" for rare and endangered species? surely the animal (or bird!) 
knows wheres best!!

Change To Policy:

build on land that has already been scarred by developers! do not encroach on land just because its "available" and an "easy way out" to those who sit in their offices 
drawing our future!!!

Individual

Consultee ID: 21164 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21208 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

is there a need to extend within this coastal preservation zone?  where are the jobs for the people in these houses?

Change To Policy:

leave the land green; build on brown field sites or renovate existing empty homes

Individual

Consultee ID: 21220 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I am very much against the further housing development in this area.  Any development on the west side of Teignmouth needs to include a green belt zone to protect 
the separate village status of Bishopsteignton.  There seems to be such protection for Holcombe - separate rural villages are very much a feature of Devon life and this 
must be preserved.

Change To Policy:

Any development should be supported by the existing road structure and widening Shepherds Lane to connect with Higher Exeter Road will force traffic into other 
connecting lanes eg Coombe Way with disastorous results.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21223 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21235 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

PCL Planning LtdConsultee ID: 21236 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Organisation
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On initial inspection this policy appears to be reasonable – but on closer analysis some of the aspirations of this policy warrant clearer clarification and justification. In 
particular the following questions are raised:

- However laudable the aspiration what is the planning justification for increasing vocational skills training at Teignmouth?

- The new link road is a sensible aspiration in principle – but the route depicted is not achievable in practice (due to engineering and viability constraints). The 
suggested alignment should be amended to reflect these constraints.

- What is the new marina facility proposed at Polly Steps and who will pay and maintain this?

- What enhanced swimming pool facilities are proposed?

- How will the ‘Cirl Bunting Reserve’ be acquired? Set up and maintained?

We support the regeneration of the Brunswick Street area as set out in #9.13 and the uses identified in Policy TE4a. We believe it is essential that if regeneration is to 
be secured in this area it is done as part of a comprehensive package.

It is also unclear how this relates to the Neighbourhood Plan currently in preparation. This plan should not simply ‘reflect’ the aspirations of the draft Neighbourhood 
Plan but should be properly planned and justified.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21252 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21312 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Teignmouth needs to expand beyond existing development boundaries in order to give people employment land, jobs and an adequate supply of mixed housing.  
There are vocal protectionist groups in sectors of the town, determined to keep Teignmouth as it is and to preserve every inch of green space.  They do not represent 
the people who are desperate for jobs and homes or those who want to see the town grow and thrive.  Clearly compromises have to be made where landscape 
boundaries are a sensitive issue.  I strongly support the development suggested by this policy for Broadmeadow/Headway Cross. It is the obvious extension of 
Broadmeadow and Kingsway industrial, leisure and housing land and would have the least impact upon the coastline views/landscape.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21397 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Strongly disagree with this section. This impacts on the parish of Bishopsteignton, its character, landscape, wellbeing to residents with alarming implications for 
wildlife. It is also eating into land which should possibly be used for sustainable food production. We should be proud of having the Cirl Bunting within Teignbridge and 
not disturbing the population in any way whatsoever.

Change To Policy:

Delete section

Individual

Consultee ID: 21257 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21262 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21279 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

NO! scale inappropriate

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21283 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21287 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This is a dreadful and appalling proposal. You have no respect for the green fields surrounding Teignmouth - New Road is a prime example of your policy of building on 
green field sites and beautiful countryside. This is viable green land and I cannot support this proposal. Teignmouth does not have the infastructure to cope with a 
larger population, it doesn't have the employment opportunities or school facilities.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21291 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Please see previous comments.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21294 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

I take my grandchildren from E Teignmouth to Broadmeadow sports centre, I welcome any improvement in traffic flow in this are. I also as a resident of Bishop' 
welcome the green buffer area  to improve the visual aspect of Broadmeadow

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21300 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

TE1. I understand that the junction of new Broadmeadow road and the A381 is to be served by a system of traffic lights. There is absolute gridlock along the main 
road at frequent times of the day at present. You are allowing a large supermarket and extra businesses plus the sportfields to create extra traffic at the junction. 
Then over the next 20 years you propose the housing (1000+ units) access is added to junction using it to go into the town that is regenerated and has the workplaces 
etc. I am at a loss to see how this element is to be even considered without starting the project with a roundabout on the 381. Surely this could then service the 
junction efficiently from the start and negate the need for a huge disruption at the junction when it is felt necessary to install a roundabout at a later stage.

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21302 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

a) As the Kingsway area and Broadmeadow Industrial Estate are already developed I am in favour of extending the development zone for both employment and 
housing land further along the valley, towards Headway Cross.  This is a natural extension which still retains a wide band of green fields between Teignmouth and 
Bishopsteignton.  The flat fields of Broadmeadow lend themselves to buildings for employment uses and training buildings. b) I am in favour of new homes being sited 
here with a good proportion of affordable homes.  The site offers easy access to schools and to the new supermarket. c) I am in favour of expanding and modernising 
existing youth, child & comunity facilities around the Meadow Centre. d) I favour the green buffer which might also tie in with (f)'s provision for alternative Cirl 
Bunting habitat as I believe Cirl Bunting already have a presence here and further West, towards the Lea. e)  I favour the building of a road, adequate for vehicular 
access to the employment and housing development sites suggested for the Broadmeadow/Headway Cross area as well as the housing site at Shepherds Lane.  
Beyond the suggested housing development sites at Shepherds Lane, I suggest Shepherds Lane should be improved to permit through traffic to Exeter Rd but that the 
road should become narrower, with passing places, as it will not carry the same volume of traffic.  The higher section of Shepherds Lane and the lane above it which 
links to Exeter Rd are very beautiful so here it would be desirable to try to minimise the impact upon trees, flora, hedges and wildlife.  This would also reduce 
substantially the cost of such a long new road. f)  I believe the Cirl Bunting has a broad presence between Shepherds Lane, Broadmeadow and Bishopsteignton and 
that the Core Strategy proposals leave a significant area of farmland which should continue to offer suitable habitat for these and other birds and woldlife.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21314 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

In essence this would appear to be an acceptable policy however concerned that the ridge line from teignmouth should not be exceeded into the beautiful valley to 
the rear of SHepherds Lane.  It would also appear impractical and very expensive to create a road up to the golf club, as well as passing the traffic problem to a 
different area of the town.  With lorry weight retrictions and bottlenecks this will be very difficult to achieve.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21316 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21325 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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My support is strictly conditional: 1: See my comments above re Policy S18. The link road must be costed and viable BEFORE PROCEEDING. 2: See also my S18 
comments about justifying the overall numbers of new homes. 3: Schooling and nursery capacity?

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21336 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

do we really want this area torn up by these massive machines to transfer the valley into a race track! only last week a car tuned over in the lane - i feel that the traffic 
would become dangerously intolerable

Change To Policy:

rethink your planning

Individual

Consultee ID: 21337 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This is over-development, without a demonstrable need for so many new homes.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Devon County Council (Strategic Planning)Consultee ID: 21406 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This policy suggests that an improved link from Broadmeadow to Higher Exeter Road needs to be in place for 270 dwellings. This link is likely to be high cost and there 
is not likely to be sufficient funding to deliver it in its entirety at an early stage. Furthermore, the viability of the link for the total level of development should be 
considered even with CIL in place. Further
investigation into the phasing of development and infrastructure is required.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Eagle One Ltd & Eagle One Homes LtdConsultee ID: 21572 Agent: PCL Planning

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

However laudable the aspiration what is the planning justification for increasing vocational skills training at Teignmouth?

Organisation
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The new link road is a sensible aspiration in principle – but the route depicted is not achievable in practice (due to engineering and viability constraints). The suggested 
alignment should be amended to reflect these constraints.

Change To Policy:
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